Drug treatment of pain in rheumatoid disorders.
The relief of pain remains a delicate balance between the potential toxicity and desired effect of currently available compounds. Physician and patient need to make the optimum use of such therapies. Control of pain and stiffness in rheumatic diseases is a dynamic process. There is a constant need for re-appraisal of aims and objectives and adjustment of treatment according to variations in disease and response. Where 'specific' therapy is available, it is clearly preferable to use it rather than employ large doses of purely symptom-relieving drugs. At present toxicity is inextricably linked to efficacy, and dissociation of these two factors seems unlikely to be achieved in the near future. More efficient 'targeting' of drugs at the site of desired action should help to minimize the adverse effects of therapy. Ultimately the most efficient way of relieving pain and stiffness will be to prevent or suppress the inflammatory disorders which give rise to the symptoms. Unfortunately this is an elusive goal at present.